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Application of the

Ethical Triangle
in the 2014 Ebola Epidemic: A Case Study

I don’t think that there could be any fair distribution of something 
which is available in such a small quantity.

   — Marie-Paul Kieny, Assistant Director General  
      of the World Health Organization

Since 1976 there have been 25 Ebola outbreaks reported worldwide. Eight of these outbreaks 
occurred in the West Africa region.1 Although recent drug research shows promising results, 
there are no approved vaccines or known curative therapies available. At the time of the 

2014 Ebola outbreak, experimental Ebola therapies had not yet made it through human trials. The 
2014 West Africa Ebola epidemic resulted in an international containment effort and expedited the 
research and development of experimental drugs and vaccines. However, the supply and availability 
of these experimental therapies were extremely limited. Two American aid workers were among 
the first to be treated with an experimental drug called ZMapp. The provision of this experimental 
drug to two Americans ignited international controversy over the ethical allocation of a limited 
supply of experimental treatment.

Background

The 2014 West Africa Ebola epidemic was the largest outbreak of the virus in history.2 
Initial outbreak estimates indicated 70 percent case-fatality rates; the World Health Organization 
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During previous outbreaks, 
offering African patients 
drugs that had not been 
tested on humans or proven 
safe and effective for Ebola 
was considered unethical.

(WHO) declared a “public health emergency of 
international concern.”3 The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates more 
than 11,000 individuals died in West Africa 
during the 2014 Ebola crisis.4

Humans contract the Ebola virus from 
contact with the blood, skin, or bodily fluids 
of infected primates.5 Symptoms are relatively 
non-specific and include fever, headache, 
muscle pain, vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, and 
unexplained hemorrhage.6 Left untreated, the 
Ebola virus typically results in death. There 
is currently no Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) approved vaccine or curative therapy 
available for the Ebola virus.7 Treatment is 
focused on supportive care to allow the patient’s 
immune system to mount an adequate response 
to the virus. 

During previous outbreaks, offering 
African patients drugs that had not been tested 
on humans or proven safe and effective for 
Ebola was considered unethical. One example 
of why this is considered unethical occurred in 
1996 when Pfizer conducted a clinical trial of 
an experimental antibiotic in children during a 
meningitis outbreak in Nigeria.8 The Nigerian 
government and ethical council of Nigeria 
approved the provision of the experimental drug. 
However, Pfizer did not seek FDA approval 
because the clinical trial occurred outside the 
U.S.9 

The use of this unproven experimental 
antibiotic was widely considered unethical for 
many reasons. Consent was not documented, 
there were charges that the patients were unaware 
that they were receiving experimental treatment, 
the medication had not been previously proven 
safe or effective in children, and some children 
receiving the therapy experienced complications 
or died as a result of receiving the medication.10 
This Pfizer clinical trial conducted outside 
commonly accepted ethical guidelines is just one 
example of why using experimental therapies 
during disease outbreaks has historically been 

considered unethical.
In August 2014, the WHO shifted its 

stance and declared that it was ethical to offer 
patients experimental treatments for the Ebola 
outbreak.11 Due to the size and fatality rate of the 
2014 West Africa outbreak, the consensus at the 
WHO was that the change in ethical guidelines 
was necessary to help contain the spread of 
the Ebola virus and reduce the fatality rate. 
Because these experimental treatments are not 
commercially made and available, the quantity 
and availability were limited, and not everyone 
infected with Ebola would receive them. This 

decision by the WHO led to a significant shift 
in the ongoing ethical debate about experimental 
drug use during a disease outbreak. The 
previous ethical question centered around the 
ethics of using experimental treatment during 
a disease outbreak. The WHO’s declaration 
that experimental treatment was ethical during 
the 2014 Ebola Crisis spawned a debate over a 
different ethical question: Who should receive 
the limited quantity of experimental drugs 
available during an epidemic?

In its statement declaring the shift in ethics 
regarding provision of experimental treatments, 
the WHO also issued a set of guidelines. One of 
these guidelines was a mandate to fairly distribute 
the scarce resource of experimental drugs.12 
The WHO acknowledged in its declaration that 
further ethical analysis and guidance would 
be needed to achieve this fair distribution.13 
However, no further guidance to ensure ethical 
distribution of scarce experimental treatment 
was ever published by governing medical bodies 
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Further convoluting the ethical 
question of how to allocate 
experimental treatment is 
the question of who makes 
this determination.

such as the WHO, CDC, or National Institutes 
of Health.  There have been several authors who 
have provided ethical guidance for the allocation 
of a limited quantity of experimental drugs.14 

However, none of these guidelines have been 
adopted by the international community. 

ZMapp, the experimental drug for 
Ebola, garnered the most attention. Mapp 
Biopharmaceutical developed this experimental 
treatment in collaboration with the Public 
Health Agency of Canada, Defyrus, the U.S. 
Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious 
Diseases, and Kentucky BioProcessing.15 The 

Department of Defense has a long history of 
involvement in research surrounding infectious 
diseases such as Ebola.16 This involvement stems 
from the military’s concern of diseases that could 
potentially impact the effectiveness and readiness 
of troops. Two American aid workers were 
among the first individuals to receive ZMapp. 
Questions soon arose over why Americans were 
the first to receive the experimental treatment 
over others infected with Ebola in West Africa. 
This led to a global debate over the ethical 
allocation of experimental treatments available 
in limited quantities. This question has proven 
challenging to answer. 

Further convoluting the ethical question of 
how to allocate experimental treatment is the 
question of who makes this determination. When 
responding to the ethical questions that arose 
after the provision of ZMapp to the American 
aid workers, it was made clear that Mapp 
Biopharmaceutical’s only role in the distribution 
of experimental treatment was to respond to 
requests for the treatment.17 With no agency 

stepping forward to provide concrete guidelines 
to ensure fair distribution, the determination 
of who would receive experimental treatment 
fell largely to the government. For example, 
Liberia received the last three doses of ZMapp 
in August 2014, and it was left to its government 
to determine who should receive the doses. 

The Ethical Triangle

The Ethical Triangle is a model that can 
be used when faced with an ethical dilemma 
(see Figure 1). This ethical model allows the 
user to test a course of action (COA) against 
three different ethical approaches: principles, 
virtues, and consequences.18 Although the 
Ethical Triangle was originally intended for use 
by an individual, it can also serve as a model 
beyond the individual level because it allows 
for the testing of complex ethical decisions 
through three different approaches. Applying the 
Ethical Triangle to a situation allows for greater 
understanding of complicated ethical decisions. 
A more complete understanding of an ethical 
dilemma leads to the development of a logical 
and ethically-justified solution. 

A principles-based approach emphasizes 
making ethical decisions on universally-accepted 
rules that always apply. These rules are often 
referred to as maxims. This approach also takes 
into consideration one’s moral obligation. With 
a principles-based ethical approach, there is little 
focus on the immediate effects of a decision. 
More consideration is given to universally-
applicable maxims that apply in the situation. 
When using a principles-based approach, two 
key questions are considered: “What rules 
exist?” and “What are my moral obligations?”19

A consequences-based ethical approach can 
also be considered a utilitarian-based approach. 
A consequences-based ethical approach 
primarily considers the consequence(s) as part 
of the act itself.20 A key tenet of this approach is 
to focus on what decision produces the greatest 
good for the greatest number of people.21 When 
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using a consequences-based approach, two 
key questions are considered: “What gives the 
biggest bang for the buck?” and “Who wins and 
who loses?”

A virtues-based ethical approach focuses 
on making ethical decisions based on a set 
of requisite skills or virtues.22 Virtues are not 
innately known, but are instead learned from 
others and practiced.23 A fundamental tenet of 
a virtues-based approach is the old axiom “do 
unto others what you would have them do unto 
you.”24 When using a virtues-based approach, 
two key questions are considered: “What would 
my grandmother think?” or “What if my actions 
showed up as the lead story in the news?”

The Ethical Triangle provides an ethical 
model that brings together three very different 
ethical approaches. This three-dimensional 
approach provides greater insight into complex 
ethical decisions and ensures that the resulting 
answer is well-reasoned and ethically sound. 
Application of the Ethical Triangle will 
ensure that the allocation of a limited supply 

of experimental drugs during an epidemic or 
pandemic is ethically sound.

Application of the Ethical Triangle 
to Experimental Drug Allocation

Application of the Ethical Triangle to the 
decision of experimental drug allocation is a 
six-step process (see Figure 2, page 38).

To demonstrate the validity of applying the 
Ethical Triangle to the allocation of experimental 
drugs during an epidemic or pandemic, this 
article uses a case study from the 2014 Ebola 
Crisis. The case study chosen occurred in August 
2014 when Liberia received three doses of the 
experimental drug ZMapp. Although not yet 
tested in humans, the results of using this drug 
in animal trials showed promise in the treatment 
of Ebola. These were the last known available 
doses of this potentially lifesaving drug. 
This case study will look at how the Liberian 
government could have used the Ethical Triangle 
when determining how to allocate these doses 
of ZMapp.

Figure 1. The Ethical Triangle depicting three different approaches to an ethical dilemma.
Source: Source: Jack D. Kem. “Ethical Decision Making: Using the ‘Ethical Triangle,’”  

Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS, August 2016.
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Application of the Ethical 
Triangle: Step One

The first step is to identify the ethical 
dilemma.25 This step is critical because 
identification of the ethical dilemma provides 
clarity and ensures that a predetermined decision 
is not made. As stated in the Army Leadership 
Manual, “Ethical choices may be between right 
and wrong, shades of gray or two rights.”26 Using 
the Ethical Triangle, the ethical dilemma of 
allocation of experimental treatment is defined 
in terms of right versus right. There are four 
categories of right versus right dilemmas: truth 
versus loyalty, individual versus community, 
short-term versus long-term, and justice versus 
mercy.27 Framing the ethical problem in this 
manner will allow testing of recommended 
actions.

It is critical to take into consideration relevant 
contextual factors when fully ascertaining the 
ethical dilemma. One important contextual factor 
is that the supply of the experimental treatment 

is extremely limited. In our case study, only 
three doses of ZMapp are available. Because the 
number of patients infected with Ebola greatly 
outnumber the number of available ZMapp 
doses there are many individuals who will not 
receive the treatment. Cultural attitudes toward 
the receipt of experimental treatment should 
also be a consideration. Studies have shown that 
fear of treatment already exists in the Liberian 
population despite communication about the 
treatments.28 When taking these contextual 
factors into account, the ethical dilemma can be 
stated as, “Who should the Liberian government 
select to receive the three doses of ZMapp for 
the Ebola virus?” 

Application of the Ethical 
Triangle: Step Two

The second step is to determine the possible 
COAs or decisions that can be made.29 Although 
there may be COAs which are obvious, such as 
doing nothing, it is critical that all COAs be 
considered. In this case study, after considering 

Figure 2. Depiction of the six-step process used when applying the  
Ethical Triangle to an ethical dilemma.

Source: Jack D. Kem. “Ethical Decision Making: Using the ‘Ethical Triangle,’”  
Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS, August 2016.
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all choices, three possible COAs are identified:

• COA 1 would be to provide ZMapp to those 
involved in the provision of healthcare to 
others infected with Ebola. The rationale for 
this COA is that healthcare workers provide 
supportive care to others infected with 
Ebola. Supportive care could contribute to 
additional lives saved. At first glance, this 
course may provide the “biggest bang for 
the buck.” 

• COA 2 takes a more egalitarian approach. 
Everyone infected with Ebola, who could 
clinically benefit from the drug, would be 
entered into a lottery providing a truly equal 
chance of receiving ZMapp. 

• COA 3, doing nothing is always COA. The 
Liberian government could take an all-or-
nothing approach and choose not to provide 
the three remaining doses to anyone with 
the Ebola virus. While no action may seem 
like it wastes the limited supply of ZMapp, 
with thousands of people infected with 
Ebola, COA 3’s “do nothing” approach is 
one way to ensure equitable distribution. 
In other words, if no one is prioritized to 
receive the experimental treatment, then 
everyone is treated fairly with regards to the 
distribution of ZMapp.

Application of the Ethical 
Triangle: Step Three

The third step is to examine the two most 
likely COAs through the perspectives of the 
three ethical systems of the Ethical Triangle.30 
When considering the three courses of action 
identified in step two, the first and second 
courses of action are the two most likely. 
The first is prioritizing healthcare workers 
infected with Ebola to receive the experimental 
treatment. The second is conducting a lottery, 
which includes all individuals infected with 
Ebola, to determine who receives the three 

ZMapp doses. We will examine these courses of 
action from a principles-based ethical approach, 
a consequences-based ethical approach, and a 
virtues-based ethical approach. 
Principles-based approach

When looking at each COA through the 
lens of a principles-based approach, the focus 
is on universally accepted rules and one’s moral 
obligation. Two primary questions are asked to 
analyze each COA through a principles-based 
viewpoint: “What rules exist?” and “What are 
my moral obligations?”31 The answers to these 
questions will provide insight into the ethical 
ramifications of each COA from a principles-
based ethical lens.

The first question when analyzing courses 
of action from a principles-based approach is 
“What rules exist?” 

In general, there are commonly-accepted, 
egalitarian principles that require resources to be 
distributed to minimize inequality in any form.32 
When conditions of scarcity and competition 
for resources exist, the principles of material 
distributive justice come into play.33 There are 
six commonly agreed upon material distributive 
justice principles: to each person an equal share, 
to each person according to need, to each person 
according to effort, to each person according to 
contribution, to each person according to merit, 
and to each person according to free-market 
exchange.34 Which of the six principles are 
applied varies depending on the context and 
nature of the situation.35

• The principles of “to each person an equal 
share” and “to each person according to 
need” do not apply to this case study given 
that the thousands of patients with Ebola 
who need treatment greatly outnumbers the 
three doses of ZMapp available. There is no 
feasible way to provide each person an equal 
share, and the need was overwhelming in 
the 2014 Ebola outbreak. 
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• The principle of “to each person according 
to effort” refers to how much an individual 
“tries” in a society regardless of the 
outcome.36 This rule is not applicable to the 
case study or the courses of action chosen 
due to the sheer volume of individuals 
needing this medication and the extremely 
limited supply. 

• The principle of “to each person according 
to contribution” refers to the overall 
economic contribution of an individual to 
society and could be considered applicable 
in this case.37 

• The principle of “to each person according 
to merit,” which is distribution based on 
what each person deserves would only 
apply on a small scale in this case. For 
example, an individual in prison for having 
committed murder would arguably be less 

deserving of receiving a drug that was 
in limited supply than an individual who 
abides by the laws of society. However, 
given the scale of this Ebola outbreak, it is 
not practicable to distribute three doses of 
ZMapp based on merit. 

• The principle of “each person according to 
free-market exchange” refers to a capitalist-
type approach of supply and demand.38 
Given that there is a clear demand for a 
drug in limited supply in this case study, 
this principle is applicable. The supply 
of ZMapp in this case is limited, which 
inherently brings about competition for who 
will be selected to receive this potentially 
life-saving experimental treatment. 

Choosing COA 1 violates the basic 
egalitarian principles of minimizing inequality 
by prioritizing a group of individuals (health 
care workers) above another (non-healthcare 
workers). It is also important to analyze COA 
1 with the principles of distributive justice that 
apply to this case: to each person according to 
contribution and to each person according to 
free-market exchange. It appears that prioritizing 
healthcare workers supports the principle of 
“to each person according to contribution” by 
considering the healthcare workers’ current 
contribution to society. The healthcare workers 
provide necessary supportive care to other 
patients with Ebola, contributing to the saving of 
lives in Liberia. Prioritizing healthcare workers 
does not support the principle of “to each person 
according to free-market exchange.”

COA 2, a lottery including all Ebola patients, 
appears to better support egalitarian principles by 
minimizing inequality. A lottery does not support 
the two distributive justice principles that apply 
in this case which are: to each person according 
to contribution and according to free-market 
exchange. This COA essentially negates any 
form of consideration of a person’s contribution. 
It also does not allow for free-market distribution 
of ZMapp in this case. 

The second question when analyzing COAs 
from a principles-based approach is “What are 
my moral obligations?” 

Inherently, one’s moral obligations would be 
to treat all individuals as equal. In this case, the 
Liberian government is the decisionmaker, and 
the state’s moral obligation is to ensure that all 
its citizens are provided equal treatment and have 
equal access.39 Regardless of which COA we are 
looking at, given the limited supply of ZMapp 
there is no feasible way to ensure that all citizens 
were provided equal treatment. However, equal 
access to treatment could also be considered a 
moral obligation. A third moral obligation should 
also be considered and that is the obligation of 
the Liberian government to save as many lives 

...given the limited supply of 
ZMapp there is no feasible way 
to ensure that all citizens were 
provided equal treatment.
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as possible.
COA 1, which prioritizes healthcare workers 

does not align with the moral obligation of 
ensuring equal access for all citizens to ZMapp. 
If the experimental treatments save the lives of 
the healthcare workers, then arguably additional 
lives will be saved because of those healthcare 
workers continuing to provide care to other 
Ebola patients. While this may border on a 
consequences-based ethical approach, it still 
supports the moral obligation that the Liberian 
government should save as many of its citizens 
lives as possible. 

COA 2, a lottery, would better ensure 
equal access to treatment. With no established 
prioritization, everyone is given a fair shot at 
receiving ZMapp. This COA firmly supports the 
moral obligation of the Liberian government to 
ensure that all its citizens are provided equal 
access to treatment. COA 2 does not support the 
moral obligation that the Liberian government 
should save as many lives as possible. 

From a principles-based ethical approach, 
there are arguments for both COAs. 
Prioritization of healthcare workers supports 
the widely-accepted distributive just principle 
“to each person according to contribution.” 
It also supports the moral obligation that the 
Liberian government should save as many 
lives as possible. COA 2 supports the moral 
obligation of the Liberian government is to 
provide equal civilian access to treatment. 
COA 2 also supports the egalitarian principle of 
minimizing inequality. Following a principles-
based approach, it appears that both COAs are 
on relatively equal ethical footing. However, 
there are still two other ethical approaches to 
take into consideration when deciding between 
these two COAs.
Consequences-based approach

When looking at each COA through the lens 
of a consequences-based ethical approach, the 
focus is on the consequences of the action. This 

analysis can be challenging especially when 
considering all the potential second and third-
order effects.40 For this case study, we will be 
asking two primary questions to analyze each 
COA: “What gives the biggest bang for the 
buck?” and “Who wins and who loses?”

The first question when analyzing COAs 
from a consequences-based approach is, “What 
gives the biggest bang for the buck?” 

In this case study, it is important to consider 
this question from the perspective of the Liberian 
government. They are primarily concerned with 
the containment of this Ebola crisis to protect 
the health and welfare of its citizens and ensure 
the survival of the country. “Bang for the buck” 
in this case study centers on the number of lives 
saved and containment of the Ebola outbreak. 

COA 1, which prioritizes healthcare workers 
to receive ZMapp, potentially results in lives 
saved of healthcare workers. These healthcare 
workers can further aid in the management of 
the Ebola crisis and save additional lives. Given 
that the focus of the Liberian government is 
the health and welfare of its citizens, this COA 
potentially provides more than just three lives 
saved from the initial ZMapp doses. 

COA 2, a lottery for determining who 
receives ZMapp, will most likely save the 
lives of only the individuals selected to receive 
ZMapp. When considering “bang for the buck,” 
those chosen from the lottery will most likely not 
be healthcare workers. Therefore, the assumption 
is that number of lives saved will most likely be 
only the three individuals that receive ZMapp, 
and that those individuals who receive ZMapp 
will not directly aid in the containment of the 
Ebola outbreak.

“Bang for the buck” in this case 
study centers on the number 
of lives saved and containment 
of the Ebola outbreak.
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The second question when analyzing COAs 
from a consequences-based approach is “Who 
wins and who loses?” From the perspective of 
the Liberian government, the focus on who wins 
and who loses centers around the containment of 
this Ebola crisis and the protection of the health 
and welfare of Liberian citizens to ensure the 
survival of the country. To “win” lives need to be 
saved, and the Ebola crisis needs to be contained. 

At first glance, it appears that with COA 1 
it is just the healthcare workers receiving 
ZMapp who win, and all others not prioritized 
for treatment lose. However, if the healthcare 
workers survive because of their treatment and 
continue to provide care to other Ebola patients, 
then those that receive care are “secondary” 
winners. With COA 1, it is likely that there 
will be more “winners” than just the three 
workers. Providing care to patients will help 
contribute to the containment of Ebola. Both 
the secondary winners and contributions to the 
containment of the Ebola outbreak translates to 
a win for the Liberian government due to the 
focus on the health and welfare of its citizens and 
containment of the Ebola outbreak. However, 
the Liberian government may lose trust with 
its citizens if perception of fair treatment with 
ZMapp is lacking. 

COA 2, a lottery for determining who 
receives ZMapp, reveals a different set of 
winners and losers. The three individuals who 
receive ZMapp are winners; however, it is 
unlikely that there will be any “secondary” 
winners as in COA 1. Arguably another winner 

with COA 2 is the Liberian government. COA 
2, which does not prioritize any individuals, 
may help in maintaining the people’s trust by 
proving that the government fairly considered 
all its citizens for treatment. 

Based on the analysis above, COA 1 better 
aligns with a consequences-based ethical 
approach. Prioritization of healthcare workers 
provides the biggest “bang for the buck” by 
having the potential to result in more lives saved 
than just those with the three initial ZMapp doses. 
COA 1 also leads to more individuals who “win” 
when looking at “secondary winners.” Following 
a consequences-based approach, it appears that 
COA 1 is more ethically sound. However, there 
is still one other ethical approach to take into 
consideration when deciding between these two 
COAs.
Virtues-based approach

When looking at each COA through the lens 
of a virtues-based approach, the focus is on what 
a virtuous person would do.41 For a virtues-based 
ethical approach the two questions typically 
considered are “What would my grandmother 
think?” and “What if my actions showed up as 
the lead story in the news?” These questions are 
more fitting for an individualized approach, so 
for this case study we will be using a broader 
question to analyze each COA: “What if the 
decision appears as the lead story in the news?” 

The question of “What if the decision 
appears as the lead story in the news?” is 
important for the Liberian government to 
consider. 

It is important that the decision made is one 
that the Liberian people and global community 
regards as virtuous. 

COA 1, which prioritizes healthcare workers, 
would most likely appear as the lead story in 
the news as not a virtuous decision. We can say 
this with relative certainty because when two 
American healthcare workers were prioritized to 
receive ZMapp, it was portrayed as an unethical 

From the perspective of the 
Liberian government, the focus 
on who wins and who loses 
centers around the containment 
of this Ebola crisis and the 
protection of the health and 
welfare of Liberian citizens...
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decision. The reason it was viewed as unethical 
is because it appeared to prioritize individuals 
based on their status as healthcare workers over 
equally deserving Liberians impacted by Ebola.42 
However, a better characterization of this would 
be that it was not an ethical decision from a 
virtues-based, ethical decision-making lens. 
Prioritizing individuals based on any criteria, 
be it social status, financial status, or job status 
went against our commonly-held and accepted 
set of virtues. 

COA 2, a lottery to determine who receives 
ZMapp, may be regarded as the more virtuous 
choice. It does not prioritize individuals based 
on any criteria and affords everyone an equal 
chance. COA 2 would most likely be portrayed in 
a positive manner as a sound ethical decision if it 
were to be the lead story in the news. Treating all 
humans as equal aligns with the global societies 
espoused set of virtues.

Based on the analysis above, COA 2 better 
aligns with a virtues-based ethical approach. By 
not prioritizing any individual based on job or 
status, this COA best adheres to the principle 
of “do unto others as you would have them do 
unto you.” Following a virtues-based approach, 
it appears that COA 2 is more ethically sound. 

Application of the Ethical 
Triangle: Step four

The fourth step is to revisit all potential 
COAs again and see if an alternative COA has 
presented itself. The reason for revisiting COAs 
again is that during step three, another solution 
outside of the two selected COAs may have 
presented itself. In this case study, only one 
additional COA presented itself. 

During the application of a principles-based 
ethical approach, one principle of distributive 
justice “to each according to free-market 
exchange” revealed another COA not previously 
considered. This COA would be allocation of 
ZMapp based on an individual’s ability to pay. In 
other words, true supply and demand principles, 

where ZMapp would go to the highest bidder. 
However, because this capitalistic approach 
would not be considered an ethical COA among 
the global community, it was not considered 
further in this case study.

Application of the Ethical 
Triangle: Step Five

The fifth step is to make a choice based 
on the analysis conducted in steps one through 
four. When making a choice, it is important that 
the context of the organizational climate and 
culture as well as the professional values of the 
organization are taken into consideration. In this 
case study, the Liberian government values the 
health and welfare of all citizens above other 
interests. From a principles-based approach, 
both COAs appear to be on equal ethical 
footing. From a consequences-based approach, 
COA 1 was a clear choice. From a virtues-based 
approach, COA 2 was a clear choice. Given 
that the Liberian government must consider all 
citizens, and a virtues-based approach tends 
to be more individualistic, more weight was 
given to the consequences and principles-based 
ethical approaches when making a final decision 
in this case study. Based on the ethical analysis 
above, COA 1, prioritizing health care workers 
to receive ZMapp, is the COA that should be 
chosen.

Application of the Ethical 
Triangle: Step Six

The sixth and final step is implementation 
of the choice.43 After working through the 
previous five steps, the decision for allocation 

Prioritizing individuals based on 
any criteria, be it social status, 
financial status, or job status 
went against our commonly-held 
and accepted set of virtues.
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of experimental treatment has been examined from multiple ethical angles and is well reasoned. 
Three healthcare workers with Ebola, who meet the necessary clinical parameters, should be given 
ZMapp. In this case study, this is exactly what the Liberian government chose to do.44

Military Application

As evidenced by the collaboration involved in the development of the drug ZMapp, the U.S. 
military is often involved in the research and development of experimental therapies. However, with 
regards to the distribution of experimental therapies, military leaders are more likely to function 
as advisors when allocation decisions are made or implementers of allocation decisions. Although 
the decision for how to allocate experimental treatment will more than likely continue to fall to the 
state, for military leaders to effectively implement the treatment allocation decisions, it is crucial 
that there is an understanding of the ethical reasoning process used to make these decisions. 

Conclusion

In the event of another epidemic or pandemic without a curative therapy available, the need 
to use experimental treatments could occur again. Given the ethical implications that arise with 
allocation of these experimental treatments with scarce availability, we recommend the deciding 
authority apply the Ethical Triangle to assist in determining the allocation of experimental drugs. 
Application of the Ethical Triangle will lead to a well-reasoned ethical approach to a situation that 
has shades of gray or two “right” answers. Additionally, when implementing the decision, it allows 
the decision-making authority to better articulate and maintain transparency with the community 
regarding the ethical reasoning that led to the decision that was made. The Ethical Triangle is a useful 
tool in ensuring that the allocation of a limited supply of experimental drugs during an epidemic or 
pandemic is ethically sound. IAJ
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